The Yoruba from Prehistory to the Present-Achilleus U. U. Uman 2009-07-31 A rich and accessible account of Yoruba history, society and culture from the pre-colonial period to the present day.

Africa, Nationalism, and Writing History-Toyin Falola 2010 The book traces the history of writing about Africa since the nineteenth century, with an emphasis on the role of nationalist historiography and the leading themes.

African Kingdoms: An Encyclopedia of Empires and Civilizations-Aribidesi Usman 2017-08-24 This history-rich volume details the sociopolitical, economic, and cultural development of African kingdoms from the earliest times to the pre-modern era, documenting how human cultures across time and place have shared various components of custom ranging from food, language, and music to religion and spirituality • Scholastic Creative Core standards • Includes primary documents for enhancing critical thinking and research skills • Features cross references and suggestions for further reading + Highlights key facts and interesting trivia through illuminating sidebars

Historians of Africa-Henry B. Lovejoy 1981-01-01 How is local history thought about? How should it be approached? Through brief, succinct notes and essay-length subjects, including the everyday topics that most local historians encounter. A handy reference tool that no public historian's desk should be without!

Diaspora of Africa and Jihad in West Africa during the Age of Revolutions-Aribidesi Usman 2019-07-31 A rich and accessible account of Yoruba history, society and culture from the pre-colonial period to the present day.

Oral History of the Yoruba-Toyin Falola 2011-04-04 This book provides the reader with a wealth of information about the Yoruba people, their history, culture, and society.

African States and National Liberation-Adetayo Alabi 2020-08-20 How is local history thought about? How should it be approached? Through brief, succinct notes and essay-length subjects, including the everyday topics that most local historians encounter. A handy reference tool that no public historian's desk should be without!

Colonialism and Imperialism in Africa-Adetayo Alabi 2020-08-20 How is local history thought about? How should it be approached? Through brief, succinct notes and essay-length subjects, including the everyday topics that most local historians encounter. A handy reference tool that no public historian's desk should be without!

The Atlantic and Africa-Dale W. Tomich 2021-08-01 Traces the interconnections between the Atlantic slave trade in the Americas, slavery in Africa, the abolition of the Atlantic slave trade and the "New Transformation" of the nineteenth century world economy. The book is a critical, engaging introduction to the complex and dynamic developments that shaped the Atlantic world in the past century. It covers the origins of the transatlantic slave trade, the development of the plantation economy in the Caribbean and the Americas, and the impact of slavery on African societies and cultures. The book also examines the role of African societies in shaping the Atlantic economy, and discusses the ways in which African societies responded to the impact of the transatlantic slave trade.

Pathways to Alternative Epistemologies in Africa-Adetayo Alabi 2021 This volume investigates alternative epistemological pathways by which knowledge production in Africa can pro-ceed. The contributors, using different intellectual dynamics, explore the existing epistemological dominance of the West—from architecture to gender discourse, from environmental management to democratic governance—and offer distinct and unique arguments that challenge the denigration of the different and differing modes of knowing that the West considered “backward” and “primitive.” This volume therefore constitutes a modal gesture that further contributes to the ongoing discourse on alternative modes of knowing in Africa.

Toyin Falola Encyclopedia of the Yoruba-Toyin Falola 2016-04-24 Nigeria is Africa's most populous country and the world's eighth largest oil producer, but its success has been undermined in recent decades by ethnic and religious conflict, political instability, rampant official corruption and an ailing economy. Toyin Falola, a leading historian intimately acquainted with the region, and Matthew Heaton, who has worked extensively on African science and culture, combine their expertise to explain the context to Nigeria's recent troubles through an exploration of its pre-colonial and colonial past, and its journey from independence to statehood. By examining key themes such as colonialism, religion, slavery, nationalism and the economy, the authors show how Nigeria's history has been shaped by the vicissitudes of the world around it, and how Nigerians have adapted to meet these challenges. This book offers a unique portrait of a resilient people living in a country with immense, but unrealized, potential.

Women's Roles in Sub-Saharan Africa-Toyin Falola 2012-05-31 Describes chronological events in women's lives covering precolonial to postcolonial Africa • Includes photographs of powerful women in colonial Africa; arts such as bead-making, pottery, and basketry; contemporary women in politics; and more • Lists historical significance, social and geographical context, and its long-term impact.

The Yoruba from Prehistory to the Present-Toyin Falola 2010 The book traces the history of writing about Nigeria since the nineteenth century, with an emphasis on the role of nationalist historiography and the leading themes.

A History of Nigeria-Toyin Falola 2008-04-24 Nigeria is Africa's most populous country and the world's eighth largest oil producer, but its success has been undermined in recent decades by ethnic and religious conflict, political instability, rampant official corruption and an ailing economy. Toyin Falola, a leading historian intimately acquainted with the region, and Matthew Heaton, who has worked extensively on African science and culture, combine their expertise to explain the context to Nigeria's recent troubles through an exploration of its pre-colonial and colonial past, and its journey from independence to statehood. By examining key themes such as colonialism, religion, slavery, nationalism and the economy, the authors show how Nigeria's history has been shaped by the vicissitudes of the world around it, and how Nigerians have adapted to meet these challenges. This book offers a unique portrait of a resilient people living in a country with immense, but unrealized, potential.

Africa: An Encyclopedia of Culture and Society-Adetayo Alabi 2015-12-14 These volumes offer a one-stop resource for researching the lives, customs, and cultures of Africa's nations and peoples. • Supplies entries that are more extensive than in most comparable encyclopedia works • Arranges content alphabetically by country, then by topic, with suggestions for further reading following each • Includes contributions from numerous eminent scholars of African history • Provides a clear African voice via entries from scholars from the African continent• Provides a clear African voice via entries from scholars from the African continent

Oral Forms of Nigerian Autobiography and Life Stories-Toyin Falola 2007 Features over two hundred entries on people, places, and other topics related to the slave trade, contains alphabetical and topical lists of entries, and includes a timeline extending from the fifteenth through the late twentieth century.

Women's Roles in Sub-Saharan Africa-Toyin Falola 2012-05-31 Describes chronological events in women's lives covering precolonial to postcolonial Africa • Includes photographs of powerful women in colonial Africa; arts such as bead-making, pottery, and basketry; contemporary women in politics; and more • Lists significant bibliographical materials from historical, anthropological, ethnographic, and sociological sources

Women in Africa: A Cultural History-Alibori 2021-08-20 Women in Africa: A Cultural History is the first comprehensive history of African women. It presents an engaging and accessible account of the diverse experiences and contributions of women across Africa, from the earliest times to the present day. The book covers a wide range of topics, including women's roles in family and community, their engagement in the economy, and their contributions to the arts and sciences. It also examines the ways in which women have been excluded or marginalized in African societies, and the strategies they have developed to resist and challenge these exclusionary practices. Written by a team of leading African historians, Women in Africa: A Cultural History is an essential resource for students and scholars interested in the history and culture of Africa. It provides a rich and engaging exploration of the many ways in which women have shaped and been shaped by African societies.
Eighty-eight Years

African Migrants and the Refugee Crisis—Gonzales Abeguerría 2020 This book discusses African migration and the refugee crisis. Economic, political and social tension in the Middle East and in many parts of the Global South has induced historic mass migration across national and international borders. The situation is especially dire in Africa, where estimates number of stranded migrants for Europe and North America. Written by an international team of scholars, this edited book traces the refugee crisis around the world, telling the necessary story of forced migration, international exclusion, and human insecurity from an African-centric lens. The book is divided into three sections. Section 1 focuses African migration within the broader contexts of international law, politics, and policy. Section II discusses cases of African migration to Europe, Latin America, and the Mediterranean. Section III considers negative aspects of migration and the post-African migrant experiences. This comprehensive book provides a compelling account of risk, resilience, and global power dynamics, this volume will be useful to students and researchers interested in African studies, migration, peace and conflict studies, and policy as well as professionals, practitioners, NGOs, IDOs, governmental and humanitarian organizations.

**Critical Readings on Global Slavery (4 vols.)—Djanan Alan Prupus 2017-12-07 The study of slavery has grown strongly in recent years, as scholars working in several disciplines have cultivated broader perspectives on enslavement in a wide variety of contexts and settings. “Critical Readings on Global Slavery” offers students and researchers a rich collection of previously published works by some of the most prominent scholars in the field. With contributions covering various regions and time periods, this book provides useful insights into the development of slavery across time and space as well as the interconnectedness and interrelatedness of these issues—of interest to the study of human bondage to some of the most important and widely cited works in studies of slavery.

**The Fante and the Transatlantic Slave Trade—Rebecca Shumway 2014-01-01 Examines the history of the Fante people of southern Ghana during the transatlantic slave trade, 1700 to 1807.

**Afro-Catholic Festivals in the Americas—Cécile Fronmont 2019-05-15 This volume demonstrates how, from the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade, enslaved and freed Africans in the Americas used Catholicism and Christian-derived celebrations as spaces for autonomous cultural expression, social organization, and political empowerment. Drawing on a wide range of oral testimonies, diary entries, contemporary newspaper articles, and many other sources, Stubbs uncovers the ideological shift responsible for tarnishing overseers' reputations. In this book, Stubbs draws on a wealth of research and discourses on Afro-Catholic festivals—observed from North America to South America and the Caribbean—and their precedents in the early modern kingdom of Kongo, one of the African diaspora religions and reveals how Kongo-influenced Catholicism constituted a site for the formation of black Atlantic tradition. Afro-Catholic Festivals in the Americas complicates the notion of Christianity as a European tool of domination and enhances our comprehension of the formation and trajectory of black religious culture in the Americas. It will be of great interest to scholars of African diaspora religion, Christianity, and performance. In addition to the editor, the contributors include Kevin Dawson, Jerome Dewulf, Janina Pereira Farah, Ibigbolade S. Aderibigbe, and Lisa Voigt.

**Cloth in West African History—Colleen E. Kriger 2006-08-08 In this holistic approach to the study of textiles and their makers, Colleen Kriger charts the cloth's role in the local, regional, and global contexts that shaped it. She pays close attention to the details of how people made, exchanged, and wore cloth from local production to modern industrialization in Europe to the twentieth century. Closely tracing this history in Nigeria, Cloth in West African History offers a fresh perspective on the history of the region and on the local, regional, and global processes that shaped it.

**Africans in the Americas: From Slavery to Freedom—Francis Deng 2008 In this innovative and stimulating volume, Francis Deng outlines a new relationship between geographies and societies—a relationship informed by Western concepts but based on traditional African values such as respect for human dignity, equality, and self-worth.

**Slavery and the Birth of an African City—Kristin Mann 2007-09-26 As the slave trade entered its last, illegal phase in the 18th century, the town of Lagos on West Africa's right bank became one of the most important ports north of the equator. Slavery and the Birth of an African City explores the reasons for Lagos's sudden rise to power. By linking the histories of international slave traders and the region's suppliers and slave traders, Kristin Mann shows how the African slave trade shaped the destiny of the kingdom of Lagos. This magisterial work uncovers the relationship between African slavery and the growth of one of Africa's most vibrant cities.

**Post-Cold War Anglo-American Military Interventions—James M. Fetcher Jr. 2011-11-07 Exploring case studies from the first Gulf War to the Syria crisis, this book draws the reader's attention and makes the case for the need to re-examine the political and legal assumptions that underlie current military interventions, especially as they involve the use of drones. This book will appeal to scholars and students of International Relations and International Law. Think Tanks focusing on International Relations and the use of force and practitioners working in the realm of foreign policy with a focus on the UN and international law will also be interested in the study and conclusions drawn.

**A History of the Yoruba People—Stephen Adei-Akintoye 2010-01-01 A History of the Yoruba People is an audacious comprehensive exploration of the founding and growth of one of the most influential and popular groups in Africa. In this commendable book, S. Adei-Akintoye deploys four decades of historiography research with current interpretative understandings and presents to the most recent and authoritative sources on the Yoruba. To this extraordinary local gathering and impacts a wealth of research and discourses on Yoruba studies for a wider group of readership than ever. Very few attempts have tried to grapple fully with the historical foundation and development of the Yoruba people as a people and as a group. This book, Yoruba History: From Native Yoruba to Global Yoruba, offers readers some well-researched analyses of the recent achievement, a profound pioneering breakthrough, a reminder to New World historians of what ‘proper history’ is all about – a renaissance which draws the full landed and spiritual portrait of a people from its roots up. A History of the Yoruba People is yet another spectacular work of brilliant chronicling and persuasive interpretation by an outstanding scholar and historian of Yoruba – Prof Michael Vickers, author of Ethnicity and Sub-Nationalism in Nigeria: Movement for a Mid-West State and Phantom Trail: Discovering Ancient America. “This book is more than a 21st century attempt to (re)present a comprehensive history of the Yoruba ... shifting the focus to a broader and more eclectic aspect. It is a far more nuanced, evidently-sensitive, systematic account.” – Wale Adebanwi, Prof. African and American Studies, UC Davis, USA. “Akintoye links the Yoruba past with the present, broadening and transcending Samuel Johnson in scope and time, and reviving both the Yoruba spirit and the spirit of narrative history that are so central to the Yoruba nation. A remarkable achievement!” – Olayiwola Abegunrin 2020 This book discusses African migration and the refugee crisis. Economic, political and social tension in the Middle East and in many parts of the Global South has induced historic mass migration across national and international borders. The situation is especially dire in Africa, where estimates number of stranded migrants for Europe and North America. Written by an international team of scholars, this edited book traces the refugee crisis around the world, telling the necessary story of forced migration, international exclusion, and human insecurity from an African-centric lens. The book is divided into three sections. Section 1 focuses African migration within the broader contexts of international law, politics, and policy. Section II discusses cases of African migration to Europe, Latin America, and the Mediterranean. Section III considers negative aspects of migration and the post-African migrant experiences. This comprehensive book provides a compelling account of risk, resilience, and global power dynamics, this volume will be useful to students and researchers interested in African studies, migration, peace and conflict studies, and policy as well as professionals, practitioners, NGOs, IDOs, governmental and humanitarian organizations.

** Reference and Information Services—Ray A. Hearn 2013-01-04 Designed to complement every introductory library reference course, this is the perfect text for students and librarians looking to expand their personal reference knowledge, teaching facile methods for identifying important materials by matching specific types of questions to the best available resources, regardless of format. Guided by a national advisory board of educators and practitioners, this thoroughly updated text provides detailed coverage of searching tools, resources, and services. The text is designed to provide a comprehensive overview of the subject for instructors and students alike. It is suitable for both classroom use and as a reference book for those who need to develop their own skills in reference services.